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Comparison between three static mixers for emulsification in turbulent flow

F. Theron ⇑, N. Le Sauze

Laboratoire de Génie Chimique, Université de Toulouse, 4 Allée Emile Monso, BP 44 362, 31030 Toulouse Cedex 4, France

a b s t r a c t

This paper deals with comparing performances of three different static mixers in terms of pressure drop

generated by both single-phase flow and liquid–liquid flow in turbulent flow regime and in terms of

emulsification performances. The three motionless mixers compared are the well-known SMX™ and

SMV™ and the new version of the SMX called SMXPlus™. This experimental study aims at highlighting

the influence of the dispersed phase concentration and some of the geometrical parameters such as num-

ber of elements and design of the motionless mixer on droplets size distributions characteristics. Finally,

experimental results are correlated in terms of Sauter mean diameter as a function of hydrodynamic

dimensionless numbers.

1. Introduction

Nowadays emulsions have a very large applications range. In
fact they may be found as consumable goods such as cosmetic
creams, food products like butter or ice creams, or road cover as
bitumen emulsions. Moreover emulsions may intervene during
processes as a non-wished phenomenon like during oil drilling or
as requisite process step. In that case emulsions exhibit some inter-
ests like thermal control of exothermic reactions, or size control of
final products. In the last case each emulsion droplet may be con-
sidered as a reactor where a reaction takes place. In the particular
example of microencapsulation by interfacial polycondensation,
the polymerization reaction takes place only at droplets interface
in order to obtain a particular core shell system.

For most of these applications, it is important to be able to well
control the influence of process parameters on droplet size distri-
bution. The particular emulsification device investigated here is
the static mixer that enables to work continuously. Static mixers
consist in motionless structured inserts called elements placed in
cylindrical pipes. These elements induce complex flow fields by
redistributing fluids in the directions transverse to the main flow.
Mixing elements are placed in series inside the pipe with a 90°
rotation between two successive elements. The number of ele-
ments can be adjusted. The flow field depends on the mixer design
that must be chosen according to the specific mixing operation to
carry out and the flow regime.

Static mixers main principles are well described in the open lit-
erature (Grace, 1971; Mutsakis et al., 1986; Cybulski and Werner,
1986; Myers et al., 1997; Thakur et al., 2003). They may be used

in order to carry out every mixing operation such as mixing of mis-
cible fluids, heat transfer and thermal homogenization, or liquid–
liquid dispersion as well as gas–liquid dispersion. Static mixers
offers advantages such as no moving parts, small space require-
ments, little or no maintenance requirements, many construction
materials, narrow residence time distributions, enhanced heat
transfer, and low power requirements. In fact the only energy cost
represented by motionless mixers comes from the external pump-
ing power needed to propel materials through the mixer. That is
why their use for continuous processes is an attractive alternative
to classical agitation devices since similar and sometimes better
performances can be achieved at lower cost.

If static mixers find many industrial applications for mixing of
miscible liquids, there are few examples of emulsification with sta-
tic mixers. The most investigated mixer for liquid–liquid disper-
sion in turbulent flow in the literature is the classical Kenics
helical mixer (Middleman, 1974; Chen and Libby, 1978; Haas,
1987; Berkman and Calabrese, 1988 and Yamamoto et al., 2007).
Emulsification using the Sulzer SMX mixer has been studied not
only in laminar flow (Legrand et al., 2001; Das et al., 2005; Liu
et al., 2005; Rama Rao et al., 2007; Fradette et al., 2007; Gingras
et al., 2007) but also in turbulent regime (Streiff et al., 1997).
Results about liquid–liquid dispersion are also reported in the
literature using the SMV mixer (Streiff, 1977; Streiff et al., 1997),
the Lightnin Series 50 (Al Taweel and Walker, 1983; El Hamouz
et al., 1994) and the High Efficiency Vortex mixer (Lemenand
et al., 2001, 2003, 2005).

If there are a lot of mixer designs commercialised, there are only
few available data that enable one to choose the best fitting model
according to the flow regime concerned and mostly to the expected
sizes. Moreover there is no available energy consumption compar-
ison between different mixers for a given size range. That is why
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the aim of the present study is to compare the performances of
three different Sulzer mixers for emulsification in turbulent flow
of the same water/oil/surfactant system. The three mixers tested
are the SMX, the SMV and the new SMX plus mixers. If there are
still available data about emulsification using the SMXmixer, there
are few studies concerning the SMVmixer. The SMX plus mixer is a
new modified version of the well-known SMX mixer. The main
modification brought to the SMX mixer is the appearance of gap
between crossbars. This mixer has been investigated through CFD
analysis and LIF measurements by Hirschberg et al. (2009) in order
to investigate mixing and residence time distribution perfor-
mances. One of the intents of the present work is to compare the
emulsification performances of this new SMX design to those of
both SMX and SMV.

The first part of this paper deals with the hydrodynamic charac-
terization of the three mixers through pressure drops measure-
ments. This enables to highlight the turbulent flow for each
mixer and to correlate pressure drops in terms of dimensionless
numbers taking into account some geometric parameters of the
mixers. Then pressure drops generated by liquid–liquid flow
through the mixers are also measured and correlated. About
liquid–liquid dispersion the influence of the dispersed phase
concentration on droplets size distributions is evaluated for the
SMX mixer for rather dilute to concentrate system. The influence
of the mixer number of elements and of the mixer design on emul-
sification’s performances is also discussed. Finally Sauter mean
diameters obtained for the three mixers are correlated as a func-
tion of hydrodynamics dimensionless numbers.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The fluids involved in emulsification experiments were the
1.5 vol.% Tween 80 water solution as continuous phase and cyclo-
hexane as dispersed phase. This concentration, which corresponds
to 1.23 � 10ÿ2 mol/L, is much higher than the critical micellar con-
centration (CMC) of Tween80 whose value has been measured and
is 1.2 � 10ÿ5 mol/L. Physico-chemical properties of fluids used are
specified in Table 1. The interfacial tension between these two
immiscible fluids was measured using the pendant drop method
with the Krüss DSA100 tensiometer.

2.2. Static mixers studied

The three static mixers investigated in the present study are
commercialized by the Sulzer Company. Pictures of these mixers
are presented in Fig. 1 and their geometric characteristics are de-
tailed in Table 2. A 10 mm nominal diameter has been selected
in order to limit board effects while limiting material consump-
tions induced by working in turbulent regime. In Fig. 1 can be seen
the gap between crossbars introduced in the original SMX to obtain
the new SMX plus. SMX and SMX plus mixers used have the same
crossbars number.

2.3. Pressure drop acquisition and emulsification procedure

Fig. 2 is a schematic drawing of the experimental rig used for
pressure drop measurements and emulsification. Static mixer

elements are inserted into a stainless steel pipe which length en-
ables to work with 20 elements maximum. Pressure drop is mea-
sured with a differential pressure sensor. For emulsification the
dispersed phase enters the mixer through a small tube of 4 mm in-
ner diameter.

2.4. Droplet size distribution analysis

During emulsification experiments droplet size distribution
analysis were carried out using a Malvern Mastersizer 2000
(Malvern Instruments). For each analysis a sample of emulsion
was diluted in distilled water in order to respect the obscuration
range fixed by the apparatus.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Turbulent flow characterization through single-phase flow

pressure drop measurements

Static mixers exhibit numerous advantages relatively to stirred
tank for many mixing operations. However they generate high
pressure drops directly related to the mixer design that determines
the energy cost of the operation. In fact the mean energy dissipa-
tion rate can be calculated from measured pressure drops. That is
why a compromise must be done between the aim in terms of mix-
ing performances and pressure drops generated.

There are numerous correlations in the open literature that pre-
dict pressure drops generated by classical motionless mixers such
as Kenics, SMX, etc. These correlations are generally developed for
a given flow regime: laminar or turbulent. But for most of these
correlations a lack of mixer’s geometric characteristics data makes
them hardly applicable. That is why the hydrodynamic for the tur-
bulent flow in the three static mixers investigated here has been
characterized by the pressure drops generated in single-phase
flow, in terms of dimensionless numbers taking into consideration
geometric characteristics of mixers that are easy to obtain and that
will be specified here.

Table 1

Physico-chemical properties of fluids used.

Water–glycerol (60 wt.%) Water–glycerol (40 wt.%) Cyclohexane Water–Tween 80 (1.5 vol.%)

Density (kg mÿ3) 1143 1090 770 995

Viscosity (Pa s) 0.0083 0.0032 0.0009 0.0010

Fig. 1. Pictures of the three mixers used: (a) SMV; (b) SMX plus; and (c) SMX.



3.1.1. Highlighting of turbulent flow

Before correlating pressure drops generated by the three
motionless mixers the beginning of turbulent flow has been de-
tected based on a dimensionless representation of pressure drops
in terms of friction factor as a function of Reynolds number. As
for flows in empty pipes the beginning of the turbulent flow may
be detected through a curve profile change.

For each design tested pressure drops have been measured for
three different mixing elements numbers: ne = 5; 10 and 15. In
the literature friction factors f and Reynolds numbers Re are gener-
ally calculated as follows, taking into account the superficial veloc-
ity V0 and the mixer diameter D:

f ¼
DP

2qV2
0

D

L
ð1Þ

Re ¼
qV0D

l
ð2Þ

where l and q are respectively the fluid viscosity and density, and L

is the mixer length.
Pressure drops obtained in the present study are presented in

terms of hydraulic friction factor fh and Reynolds Reh taking into
account the interstitial velocity V0/e and the mixer hydraulic diam-
eter Dh as proposed by Streiff (1999), e being the mixer’s porosity.
This representation enables to set free from some geometric char-
acteristics of the mixer.

fh ¼
DPe2

2qV2
0

Dh

L
ð3Þ

Reh ¼
qV0Dh

el
ð4Þ

Experimental data are presented in Figs. 3–5. These figures
show that for each mixer friction factors obtained are higher for
five elements than for 10 and 15 elements. This phenomenon

comes from higher linear pressure drops DP/L. This linear pressure
drop decrease with ne is never mentioned in the literature. In fact it
is generally admitted that linear pressure drops are constants
along the mixer, as shown by Karoui (1998) who worked with a
50 mm SMV mixer with ne = 1; 2 and 3, and insisted on the fact
that there is no pressure drop creation at the interface between
two successive mixers. For the present experimental rig that in-
volves 10 mm diameter mixers there might be an entrance effect
du to turbulent eddies generating a singular pressure drop. This
entrance effect is here particularly important because of the small

Table 2

Geometric characteristics of the three different mixers used.

Mixer’s design SMX SMX+ SMV

D (mm) 10.15 10.30 9.45

H/D �1 �1 �1

Dh (mm) 2.45 2.1 3.5

e 0.67 0.84 0.83

Crossbars number (for SMX and SMX+)

or corrugated plates number (SMV)

6 6 5

Crossbars (for SMX and SMX+)

or corrugated plates (for SMV) thickness

0.99 1.10 0.14

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental rig: F, flowmeter; P: differential pressure sensor; S: sampling valve.
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Fig. 3. fh/2 = f(Reh) for the SMX mixer with ne = 5; 10; 15.
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Fig. 4. fh/2 = f(Reh) for the SMX + mixer with ne = 5; 10; 15.



diameters of mixers. When the number of mixers increases this
singular pressure drop becomes negligible compared to the pres-
sure drop due to the mixers.

Apart from the entrance effect highlighted for ne = 5, the fh/2 = f

(Reh) graphs exhibit the same profile for the three mixers. For the
SMV, SMX plus and SMX mixers the turbulent flow regime appears
respectively at Reh equals to 500, 260 and 290, what corresponds to
Re equals to 1130, 800 and 1060.

It is interesting to notice that turbulent flow is reached for low-
er Reynolds number for SMX and SMX plus mixers than for the
SMV. The representation of experimental data in terms of hydrau-
lic Reynolds number and friction factor enables to set free from
two geometric characteristics: porosity and hydraulic diameters.
The deviation reported here between the two versions of the
SMX mixer and the SMV may be attributed to the intrinsic geom-
etry of both designs. In fact the SMX geometry appears to be a
more efficient turbulence promoter than the more ‘‘closed design’’
and smoother SMV.

The Reynolds values characterizing the beginning of the turbu-
lent flow are in quite good agreement with values indicated in the
literature. In fact Pahl and Muschelknautz (1980, 1982) set the
establishment of the turbulent flow at Re = 1000 for the SMVmixer
and the SMX mixer. Li et al. (1996, 1997) also find a Re = 1000 va-
lue for the case of the SMX mixer.

3.1.2. Correlation of experimental results and comparison between

pressure drops generated by the three mixers

Different correlation types are usually employed to represent
pressure drops generated by motionless mixers. A first approach
consists in comparing pressure drops generated by static mixers
DPSM to pressure drops generated by a similar flowrate through
an empty pipe with the same diameter as the mixer DPEP through
the Z factor defined as follows:

Z ¼
DPSM

DPEP

ð5Þ
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Fig. 5. fh/2 = f(Reh) for the SMV mixer with ne = 5; 10; 15.

Table 3

Correlations of pressure drop in SMX mixer from the literature.

Authors Mixer’s characteristics Correlation Z Reynolds range

Pahl and Muschelknautz (1979) D = 50 mm Z = 10–100 10–100 Re 6 50

Le/D = 1,5

ne = 5; 7; 9

Pahl and Muschelknautz (1980, 1982) Z = 10–60 10–60 Re 6 50

ud = 2, Ne = 12 Re > 1000

Alloca (1982) D = 50 mm Ne�Re = 1237

Le/D = 1 (Sulzer: Ne�Re = 1200)

ne = 5, 7, 11

e = 0.91

Heywood et al.(1984) D = 25 mm Z = 18.1 Re = 10ÿ4

Le/D = 1.8

ne = 4 f ¼ 2:Ne ¼ 1893
Re

30 1.8 < Re < 20

Bohnet et al. (1990) D = 50 mm f ¼ 2:Ne ¼ 1740:8
Re þ 7:68 20 < Re < 850. . .2150

f ¼ 2:Ne ¼ 72:7
Re0:25

230 Re < 4000

Shah and Kale (1991, 1992) D = 26; 54 mm

Le/D = 1.5 fi ¼
350
Rei

þ 5:13
Re0:58i

Rei < 10

ne = 24 (�Re < 10)

e = 0.87

Li et al. (1996, 1997) D = 16 mm f
2 ¼

184
Re

23 Re < 15

Le/D = 1,25 f
2 ¼

110
Re0:8

þ 0:4 15 < Re < 1000

ne = 6, 8, 12

e = 0.84 f
2 ¼

6
Re0:25

152 1000 < Re < 10,000

Streiff et al. (1999) Ne ¼ 1200
Re þ 5 Z = 38 Laminar: Reh < 20

Turbulent: Reh > 2300

Yang and Park (2004) D = 40 mm f
2 ¼

8:55
Re1:61

Re < 20

Le/D = 1

ne = 4, 8, 12

Rama Rao et al. (2007) D = 15.75; 41.18 mm D = 15,75 mm Laminar: Z = 40

Le/D = 1 Ne ¼ 1290
Re þ 10:9

ne = 6, 8, 10 D = 41.78 mm Laminar: Z = 26

e = 0.892; 0.833 Ne ¼ 823
Re þ 7:85



This expression is only valid for Newtonian fluids and is deter-
mined for each flow regime. This approach is used by Pahl and
Muschelknautz (1979, 1980, 1982), Heywood et al. (1984) and
Lemenand et al. (2005) who report Z factors for different mixer
designs.

Numerous authors chose to treat the whole flow regimes
through one equation as follows:

Ne ¼
C1

Re
þ C2 ð6Þ

Where Ne is the Newton number that is similar to the friction
factor:

Ne ¼ 2f ¼
DP

qV2
0

D

L
ð7Þ

Some author also used the Newton number or the friction factor
but treated separately laminar, transient and turbulent flow. For
laminar flow this number is often related to the Reynolds number
through correlations similar to Hagen Poiseuille (Bird et al., 1924)
correlation, that models pressure drop in laminar flow in empty
pipes:

Ne ¼
C3

Re
ð8Þ

This equation enables to predict pressure drops in empty pipes as
follows:

f ¼
16

Re
ð9Þ

This correlation is valid for Re < 2100 and may be used to calculate Z
factors in laminar flow.

For turbulent flow the Newton number of the friction factor are
related to the Reynolds as follows:

Ne ¼
C4

ReC5
ð10Þ

Bohnet et al. (1990) and Li et al. (1996, 1997) treated the turbu-
lent flow in SMX mixer through correlations like equation 10, and
found a C5 value of ÿ0.25 which corresponds to the Reynolds expo-
nent of the Blasius (Bird et al., 1924) equation used for empty pipes
flows in turbulent regime:

Table 4

Correlations of pressure drop in SMV mixer from the literature.

Authors Mixer’s characteristics Correlation Z Reynolds range

Pahl and Muschelknautz (1979) D = 50 mm Z = 65–100 65–100 Re 6 50

Le/D = 1.0

ne = 2

Pahl and Muschelknautz (1980, 1982) ud = 2 Ne = 6–12 Re > 1000

Alloca (1982) D = 50 mm Ne�Re = 1430

Le/D = 1.0

ne = 7, 14

e = 0.88

Heywood et al. (1984) D = 25 mm Z = 33.3 Re = 10ÿ4

Le/D = 1.2

ne = 6

Karoui (1998) D = 50 mm Ne = 31.06�Reÿ0.2 Re � 2300–60,000

Le/D = 1

ne = 1, 2, 3

Dh = 9.3 mm

e = 0.74

Streiff et al. (1999)

Ne ¼
1430

Re
þ 1ð2Þ

Laminar: Reh < 20

Turbulent: Reh > 2300

Fig. 6. Comparison between the correlation proposed in this work and Li et al.

(1997) correlation for the case of the SMX mixer.
Fig. 7. Comparison between the correlation proposed in this work and Karoui

(1998) correlation for the case of the SMV mixer.



f ¼
0:0791

Re0:25
ð11Þ

This equation which is valid for 2100 < Re < 100,000 also enables to
calculate Z factors in turbulent flow.

Finally, in order to treat the transient flow Bohnet et al. (1991)
and Li et al. (1996, 1997) proposed correlations of the following
form:

Ne ¼
C6

ReC7
þ C8 ð12Þ

Correlations of the literature for respectively SMX and SMV
mixers are recapitulated in Tables 3 and 4. The new SMX plus static
mixer tested here is rather recent, so there are no experimental
data available that deals with pressure drops. Performances of this
mixer in terms of pressure drops, mixing and residence time distri-
bution have been evaluated through CFD analysis by Hirschberg
et al. (2009). The predicted pressure drops were less than 50% of
the pressure drops of the original SMX.

3.1.3. Correlation of experimental results and comparison between

pressure drops generated by the three mixers

For the three designs tested experimental data obtained in tur-
bulent regime present a linear profile through a logarithmic repre-
sentation. This profile type may be correlated through a Blasius
type equation as proposed by Bohnet et al. (1991) and Li et al.
(1996) for the SMX mixer:

f ¼
C9

Re0:25
ð13Þ

where C9 is a constant.
In order to take into account the geometric characteristics of

each mixer tested here hydraulic friction factors and Reynolds
numbers are correlated through equations of the following form:

fh
2
¼

C10

Re0:25h

ð14Þ

The profiles obtained are presented in Figs. 3–5.
For each design Blasius type correlations fits well experimental

data. The C10 numerator value obtained for the SMV and the SMX
plus mixers is equal to 1 and is of 2 for the SMX mixer. So pressure
drops generated by the SMX plus mixer are similar to those gener-
ated by the SMVmixer and are well reduced to 50% compared to its
new version. This result is in good agreement with Hirschberg et al.
(2009) CFD analysis. It must be highlighted here that the represen-
tation in terms of ‘‘hydraulic’’ values enables to detect discrepan-
cies directly due to mixers design.

3.1.4. Comparison to correlations of the literature

It has been pointed out before that factors influencing pressure
drops depend not only on mixer’s design, but also on its geometric
characteristics such as the gap between crossbars for the SMX plus
mixer. In order to well compare the results of the present study to
the literature, it is necessary to take into account the maximum of
geometric characteristics and in particular the porosity and the
hydraulic diameter. The mixer’s roughness is never mentioned in
the literature but it may be considered in the future as was done
for correlations dealing with pressure drops in empty pipes.

On Fig. 6 the correlation established in this work for the SMX
mixer is compared to the correlation obtained by Li et al. (1997)
in terms of interstitial friction factor fi and Reynolds number Rei
defined by Shah and Kale (1991, 1992). These numbers take into
account the mixer’s porosity through the interstitial velocity V0/e
as follows:

fi ¼
DPe2

2qV2
0

D

L
ð15Þ

Rei ¼
qV0D

le
ð16Þ

Nevertheless as Li et al. (1997) do not precise the hydraulic
diameter of the mixer used this last parameter cannot be taken
into consideration.

The porosity cannot explain the whole discrepancy between
both correlations treating the turbulent flow but it appears here
as an important parameter. In fact the numerators ratio is of about
2 when representing results in terms of interstitial velocity V0/e
whereas it is of 4 when representing them in terms of superficial
velocity V0. It would have been interesting to know the hydraulic
diameter of the mixer used by Li et al. (1997) in order to compare
results by introducing geometric parameters into correlations and
to evaluate the respective influence of each parameter step by step.

Moreover the SMX mixer used by Li et al. (1997) has a diameter
of 15 mm and an aspect ratio Le/D = 1.5 whereas the SMX mixer
studied here has a diameter of 10 mm and an aspect ratio Le /
D = 1.0. These characteristics may also have an influence on pres-
sure drops. Particularly a smaller mixer diameter may generate a
board effect, what could result in higher pressure drops.

About the SMV mixer, the correlation used in the present work
to treat the turbulent flow regime is compared in Fig. 7 to the cor-
relation obtained by Karoui (1998) in terms of hydraulic numbers.
The results obtained from both studies in a same Reynolds number
range are quite similar. In the correlation of pressure drops pro-
posed by Karoui (1998) the exponent of the Reynolds number
was not taken equal to ÿ0.25 like in the Blasius law as made in
the present work, but was determined and is equal to ÿ0.2. The
numerator obtained by Karoui (1998) was of 0.6 whereas it is of
1.0 for the present study.

The small difference between pressure drops measured in both
cases may be due to a different mixer diameter. In fact the SMV
used by Karoui (1998) has a 50 mm diameter whereas the SMV
tested has a 10 mm one. So as mentioned before a smaller mixer
diameter may generate a board effect that results in higher pres-
sure drops.

As expected it has been shown here that pressure drops gener-
ated by static mixers differ from one mixer to each other. But each
static mixer design has many geometric characteristics among
which have been pointed out here the diameter, the porosity, the
aspect ratio Le/D and the hydraulic diameter. And these parameters
significantly influence pressure drops. For example it has been
demonstrated that pressure drops raise when the diameter de-
creases due to some board effect. Concerning the SMX mixer it
has been shown that the introduction of a gap between crossbars
enables to reduce pressure drops of about 50%. As a consequence
correlations predicting pressure drops generated by static mixers
must take into account as much geometric parameters as possible.

Moreover it is possible that some other parameters such as mix-
er roughness play a role in pressure drops and particularly in tur-
bulent flow regime.

3.2. Pressure drops generated by emulsions

Pressure drops generated by emulsion flows with a 25% dis-
persed phase concentration in volume through the three mixers
are presented in Fig. 8 in terms of hydraulic friction factor as a
function of hydraulic Reynolds number. In order to calculate these
values the continuous phase properties have been used.

Fig. 8 shows that pressure drops generated by the same liquid–
liquid system are about two times higher for the SMX mixer than
for the SMX plus and SMV ones. Moreover a Blasius like correlation



fits well with experimental results obtained with the three mixers.
Numerators are quite similar for the SMX plus and the SMV mixer.
In fact they are respectively of 0.9 and 0.8.

Finally numerators for the diphasic system are almost equals to
those obtained for single-phase flow. In fact it is of 2 for the SMX
mixer in monophasic and dysphasic cases and it is of about 1 in
both cases for the SMX plus and SMV mixers. This result enables
to conclude that the apparent viscosity of emulsions is close to
the continuous phase one. This phenomenon may be explained
by the fact that emulsions prepared here are rather dilute.

3.3. Emulsification

3.3.1. Parameters investigated

Many published study that deal with emulsification in static
mixers investigate the influence of physico-chemical parameters
such as interfacial tension between the two phases or viscosity
ratio on emulsification performances for a given static mixer
(Middleman, 1974; Streiff, 1977; Chen and Libby, 1978;Matsumura
et al., 1981; Haas, 1987; Berkman and Calabrese, 1988). The main
motivation of the present study is to evaluate the impact of geomet-
ric parameters of mixers used such as the number of elements and
the design of the mixer on the energy cost of the emulsification
process.

Table 5 recapitulates experimental conditions carried out for
the present study. The influence of the number of mixer elements
ne as well as the total flowrate Qtot was evaluated for each mixer, at
a fixed dispersed phase concentration U of 25% in volume. For the
SMX mixer four different dispersed phase concentrations were
tested from dilute to concentrated systems. Experimentally the
dispersed phase concentration is fixed through respective flow-
rates of each phase as follows:

/ ¼
Qd

Q c þ Qd

ð17Þ

where Qd and Qc are respectively the dispersed phase and continu-
ous phase flowrates.

Residence times tr in static mixers resulting from experimental
conditions are also precised in Table 5. These values are calculated
through the following expression:

tr ¼
eVapparent

Q tot

ð18Þ

where e�Vapparent is the mixer’s volume really offered to the liquid
flow taking into consideration the mixer’s porosity.

3.3.2. Droplets size characterization

Fig. 9 shows an example of optical microscopy picture of emul-
sion droplets obtained during this study. Droplets are well spheri-
cal and their sizes range from about 10 to 70 lm.

Fig. 10 represents the droplets size distribution of an emulsion
sample obtained during the same experiment. This distribution is
monodisperse and follows a log–normal profile. The Sauter mean
diameter D32 as well as the SPAN that represents the deviation of
the distribution are quantified for each droplets size distribution.
These values are defined as follows.

D32 ¼

Pn
i¼1nid

3
i

Pn
i¼1nid

3
i

ð19Þ

SPAN ¼
d90 ÿ d10

d50
ð20Þ

where d90, d10 and d50 are characteristic diameters that represent
the highest droplets diameter of respectively 90%, 10% and 50% in
volume of the dispersed phase.

The Sauter mean diameter of the droplets size distribution rep-
resented in Fig. 10 is of 25.2 lm and its SPAN is of 0.98. Moreover
droplets sizes range from about 9 to 70 lm what is in good agree-
ment with droplets sizes measured from the optical microscopy
picture (Fig. 9).

Every droplets size distributions obtained during this study
have the same characteristics as the distribution presented on
Fig. 10: monodispersity and of log–normal type.

Finally every emulsion prepared during this study showed a
creaming phenomenon noticeable several minutes after the opera-
tion. That is why droplet size distribution analysis was repeated
about 24 h after emulsification in order to asses the stability of
emulsions. Fig. 11 illustrates the comparison between the size dis-
tribution just after emulsification and about 24 h after the
operation.

Both droplets size distributions in volume presented in Fig. 11
show a similar profile with Sauter mean diameters of about
18 lm. In order to ensure that the minimum size diameter has
not change these distributions are presented in Fig. 12 in terms
of droplets size distributions in number that focus more on small-
est sizes. These distributions also highlight that no irreversible
phenomenon like coalescence or Ostwald ripening has occurred.

3.3.3. Influence of the different parameters tested: U, ne, mixer design

3.3.3.1. Influence of the dispersed phase concentration U. Most of
models of the literature predicting mean droplets size resulting
from emulsification in static mixers are only proposed for very di-
lute systems (U 6 0.1). For such concentration ranges there are
probably few coalescence effects. Moreover such concentrations
do not well represent industrial conditions. That is why some
experiments have been carried out with dispersed phase concen-
trations ranging from 0.1 to 0.6 what enables to include dilute to
rather concentrated systems. These experiments have been real-
ized with SMX static mixer made of 10 elements at a total flowrate
of 335 L/h. The droplets size distributions obtained for the four dif-
ferent dispersed phase concentrations tested are presented in
Fig. 13 and the respective D32 and SPAN characterizing each distri-
butions are reported in Table 6.

Fig. 13 shows that the distribution obtained for a rather dilute
system (U = 0.10) is moved to the left corresponding to the smaller
sizes compared to the three other distributions of more concen-
trated systems. Consequently the minimum, maximum and D32

diameters are lower for U = 0.10. The sizes distributions corre-
sponding to U = 0.25 and U = 0.40 are quite similar with
D32 � 37 lm, and the one obtained forU = 0.60 widens to the high-
est sizes what results in D32 � 40 lm.

Fig. 8. Comparison between liquid–liquid experimental pressure drops for a 25%

dispersed phase concentration in volume and correlations established with single-

phase flow results.



These results indicate that from U = 0.25 there is a little influ-
ence of the dispersed phase concentration on droplets size distri-
butions obtained, whatever the dispersed phase concentration.
This result can be explained by the low residence times in static
mixer resulting from total flowrates tested, that may not let en-
ough time for any coalescence phenomenon to occur.

3.3.3.2. Influence of the mixer elements number ne. In this part of the
study the influence of the number of elements, i.e. of the mixer
length on the droplets size distribution is evaluated. Note that
operating with no element leads to opalescent and unstable emul-
sions. The droplet sizes range from 10 to 1000 lm (cf. Fig. 14) and
distributions are not reproducible, and either mono or polydisperse
even measured on a same sample. Consequently in that case, a
mean diameter is not appropriate to characterize the emulsion.

The evolution of the Sauter mean diameter D32 along the mixer
length is presented in Fig. 15 for a total flowrate of 335 L/h, and a
dispersed phase concentration of 25% in volume. Fig. 15 shows that
the D32 decreases as the number of elements increases for each
mixer’s design. For all mixers D32 decreases significantly from 2
to 10 elements and, then tends to level off to an almost constant
value for SMV and SMX plus mixers. At this flowrate for the SMX
mixer, the stabilization is not satisfactorily obtained with 10 ele-
ments. However, a more complete investigation for various flow-
rates (Theron et al., 2010) has shown that 10 elements are
enough to reach the equilibrium droplet size distribution when
operating at flowrates higher than 383 L/h.

An explanation of curves profiles presented in Fig. 15 is that in
the first 5 elements the biggest droplets are significantly broken, so
the break up phenomenon is highly predominant. Then the mean
diameter tends to a kind of equilibrium. Each total flowrate

Table 5

Experimental conditions for emulsification experiments.

Mixer’s design U Number of elements ne Qtot (L/h) ts (s)

SMX 0.1; 0.25; 0.4; 0.6 10 335

0.25 2; 5; 10; 15; 20 204; 335; 383; 435; 485; 600 0.10–0.03

SMX + 0.25 2; 5; 10; 15 204; 383; 447; 500; 630 0.10–0.04

SMV 0.25 2; 5; 10; 15; 19 204; 383; 459; 500; 647 0.08–0.04

Fig. 9. Optical microscopy picture: SMX mixer; ne = 10; Qtot = 435 L/h.

Fig. 10. Droplet size distribution obtained with the SMX mixer with Qtot = 435 L/h

and ne = 10.

Fig. 11. Volume droplet size distribution obtained after the experiment and about

24 h after the operation with the SMV mixer with Qtot = 500 L/h and ne = 10.

Fig. 12. Number droplet size distribution obtained after the experiment and about

24 h after the operation with the SMV mixer with Qtot = 500 L/h and ne = 10.



corresponds to a specific turbulence level what results in different
mean diameters at equilibrium. This result is in good agreement
with Streiff et al. (1997) observations concerning the SMX and
SMV mixers for dilute systems (U = 0.01).

The energy cost of the operation is directly related to the pres-
sure drop generated by the emulsion flow across the mixer, which
is proportional to the mixer length, i.e. to the number of elements.
Our results show that from 10 elements the mean diameter de-
crease is not significant for the SMV and SMX plus mixers, and
small for the SMX. So for every mixer design the use of 10 elements
appears to be a good compromise between the energy cost of the
operation and the droplets size reached.

3.3.3.3. Influence of the mixer’s design. The performances of the
three mixer’s design are compared in Fig. 16 for a given flowrate
(Qtot = 383 L/h) and a given dispersed phase concentration
(U = 0.25). The D32 and SPAN values corresponding to each distri-
bution are specified in Table 7. Fig. 16 shows that the narrowest

distribution is obtained when using the SMX mixer, whereas the
broadest one is obtained when operating with the SMV mixer. It
must be pointed out that the distribution width difference be-
tween the three distributions is due to different maximum diame-
ters whereas the three minimum diameters are almost equals.

The minimum diameter is related to the smallest eddies sizes
generated by the mixers structures. Those eddies are located close
to the tube wall and at mixers baffles intersections (Streiff et al.,
1997). This may explain why for a similar total flowrate the same
minimum diameter is obtained for the three mixers. But if the SMX
and SMX plus mixers have really similar structures, the gap be-
tween crossbars certainly induce different repartition and resi-
dence time of the fluid in the different shear zones of the mixer.
That is surely why different maximum diameters are reached for
these two mixers. The same analysis may be done to explain max-
imum diameter obtained with the SMVmixer which structure con-
cept is really different compared to the two SMX mixers. A local
analysis of flows in these mixers would confirm this assumption
and explain differences between maximum diameters obtained
here.

The three mixers studied generate different pressure drops at a
similar flowrate, what results in different mean energy dissipation
rates. In order to compare the performances of the three mixers in
terms of mean energy dissipation by fluid mass unit em, this value
has been calculated from the pressure drops through the following
equation:

Fig. 13. Influence of the dispersed phase concentration on the droplet size

distribution: SMX mixer; ne = 10; Qtot = 335 L/h.

Table 6

Sauter mean diameter and SPAN obtained for experiments carried out with the SMX

mixer for the different dispersed phase concentrations at Qtot = 335 L/h and ne = 10.

U 0.10 0.25 0.40 0.60

D32 (lm) 27.4 37.2 36.7 40.2

SPAN 0.97 0.92 0.94 1.07
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Fig. 17 compares Sauter mean diameters obtained for each mix-
er at different em. This diagram shows that in the flowrate range
studied, for a similar mean energy dissipated the SMV static mixer
produces the lowest mean droplets sizes whereas the SMX mixer
produces the highest ones. Nevertheless the mean diameter ob-
tained with both SMV and SMX plus mixers are rather similar. As
the SMX plus mixer produces the narrowest size distributions, it
may be recommended for applications in turbulent flow.

These three mixers own different structures but the SMX and
SMX plus ones are more similar. Nevertheless performances of
the SMX plus mixer are closer to the SMV ones. The SMX mixer’s
crossbars are thicker than the SMX plus ones. This results in a low-
er porosity for the SMX plus mixer that is taken into consideration
in the mean energy dissipated calculation. But it is possible that in
addition of its influence on the energy dissipation, the crossbar’s
thickness plays a significant role in the break up phenomenon.

3.3.4. Correlation of experimental data

Models used to predict mean droplets diameter are generally
based on Kolmogoroff’s theory of turbulence (see Hinze, 1955,
1959). This theory assumes a flow field that should be both homo-
geneous and isotropic. Even if isotropy and homogeneity do not
suit well to flows generated by static mixers the Kolmogoroff’s the-
ory is generally used to correlate maximum stable droplets diam-
eters dmax as a function of mean energy dissipation rate per fluid
mass unit as follows:

dmax ¼ C11
r
qc

� �0:6

eÿ0:4
m ð22Þ

where r is the interfacial tension between both phases.
Moreover it is generally assumed that every characteristic

diameter such as d50, D32 or D43 characterizing droplets size distri-
butions are proportional to maximum diameters as showed by
Sprow (1967) for the case of liquid–liquid dispersion in stirred

tank. Only few authors really examined this assumption for the
case of static mixers (Berkman and Calabrese, 1988; Lemenand
et al., 2001, 2003; Yamamoto et al., 2007).

For experimental data of the present study Sprow’s relationship
has been examined between d90 and D32 as d90 are reported with
more confidence than dmax by the analytic method used for drop-
lets size distributions analysis. Fig. 18 shows d90 as a function of
D32 for experiments carried out with the SMV mixer. It shows that
the relationship between d90 and D32 is well linear. The same result
has been obtained with the two other mixers. Even the proportion-
ality relationship of the D32 has not been checked toward the max-
imum diameter, results described here enables to work further
with D32 as characteristic diameters are well proportional to each
other as shown with d90 diameters.

In order to check that the turbulent flow field is comprised in
the inertial subrange the Kolmogoroff’s length scale g defined as
follows as been calculated:

g ¼
t3

em

� �0:25

ð23Þ

where t is the kinematics viscosity of the system that is here calcu-
lated for the continuous phase. In the flowrate range tested here
Kolmogoroff’s length scale ranges from 3 to 9 lm whereas Sauter
mean diameters are comprised between 16 and 58 lm. This calcu-
lation enables to conclude that we are working in the inertial sub-
range. This enables to correlate experimental D32 to the mean
energy dissipation rate per fluid mass unit in Fig. 17, the ratio r/
qc being equal for each results series:

D32 ¼ C12e
k
m ð24Þ

As shown on Fig. 17, k values range from ÿ0.36 to ÿ0.64. The k

value obtained for the SMXmixer (k = ÿ0.36) is rather closed to the
value predicted by the Kolmogoroff’s theory. The values obtained
respectively for the SMX plus mixer (k = ÿ0.52) and for the SMV
mixer (k = ÿ0.64) are smaller than the value predicted by the
Kolmogoroff’s theory. It may be assumed that flow fields generated
by these mixers are less homogeneous and isotropic than the one
generated by the SMX mixer. Such an assumption may be dis-
cussed on the basis of computational fluid dynamics analysis.

Results are also generally correlated in the literature in terms of
dimensionless numbers. In this way Middleman (1974) proposed a
correlation that takes into consideration the Reynolds and Weber
numbers. The Weber number Weh is defined as follows in terms
of continuous phase properties, hydraulic diameter and interstitial
velocity:

Table 7

Sauter mean diameter and SPAN obtained bor experiments carried out with the three

mixers with Qtot = 383 L/h, ne = 10 and U = 0.25.

Mixer SMX SMX+ SMV

D32 (lm) 31.8 36.5 46.5

SPAN 0.91 0.95 1.28

Fig. 17. Comparison of Sauter mean diameters obtained with the three designs as a

function of the mean energy dissipated per fluid mass unit with ne = 10.
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Weh ¼
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The correlation proposed by Middleman (1974) assumes the
Kolmogoroff’s theory of turbulence and is here written according
to hydraulic numbers and continuous phase properties:

D32

Dh

¼ C13Weÿ0:6
h fÿ0:4

h ð26Þ

When pressure drops generated by the emulsion agree with a
Blasius type correlation, the previous equation may be written in
terms of Weber and Reynolds hydraulic numbers:

D32

Dh

¼ C14Weÿ0:6
h Re0:1h ð27Þ

In order to correlate our experimental data through expression
(27) the interfacial tension r between both phases that is taken
into account in the Weber number has been measured by the
pendant drop method. Fig. 19 shows the evolution of interfacial
tension value as a function of time. The first measurement depends
on the drop formation time and is equal to 0.05 s. The interfacial
tension decreases then from 12.0 mN/m to 10.5 mN/m in three sec-
onds. Residence times of emulsion in static mixers resulting from
total flowrates carried out are very low (from 0.10 to 0.03 s) and
above all are lower than surfactant adsorption time at droplets
interface. Experimental results are then modeled through Eq.
(27) with an interfacial tension value of 12 mN/m which is the
most relevant value considering the residence times involved in
our experiments.

Fig. 20 shows that for the investigated flowrate range corre-
sponding to the turbulent flow regime, experimental results fit
well with Eq. (27). The deviation between constants values may
be assigned to mixer’s geometric characteristics except from the
porosity and the hydraulic diameters that are still included in the
Weber and Reynolds numbers. It is indeed likely that the design
concept influences the local energy dissipation that governs the
break up mechanisms and thus modifies the constant in the
correlation.

3.3.5. Comparison to the literature

Correlations in terms of dimensionless numbers established by
different authors who worked on liquid–liquid dispersion in static
mixers are recapitulated in Table 8. When operating in turbulent
flow regime the exponent attributed to the Weber number ranges
from ÿ0.5 to ÿ0.859. But most of authors report values close to the
one predicted by the Kolmogoroff’s theory (ÿ0.6). Moreover, only
few authors report a dependency of the droplets mean diameter
towards the Reynolds number. When it is the case the exponent

attributed to this number is always lower than these attributed
to the Weber number and its sign depends on the flow regime.
In fact it is negative for the laminar flow regime and positive for
the turbulent flow regime.

From Table 8 it appears that the parameter that mostly governs
the break up phenomenon is the Weber number. In addition to
hydrodynamic parameters, some authors take into account some
physico-chemical parameters such as viscosity and density ratios,
as well as the dispersed phase concentration. Some geometric
parameters like the number of elements also influence mean drop-
lets size as reported by Middleman (1974), Al Taweel and Walker
(1983), El Hamouz et al. (1994) and Streiff et al. (1997). In a previ-
ous work dealing with liquid–liquid dispersion in SMX static mix-
er, we integrated this parameter with an exponent equal to ÿ0.2
(Theron et al., 2010). Finally Sembira et al. (1984) reported the
influence of the mixer’s material on droplets size obtained through
a comparison between SMVmixers made of stainless steel and Tef-
lon. They explain this effect by a difference of relative wettability
of both fluids towards the mixer’s material.

There are only few comparisons between different mixers in the
open literature. The only comparisons available (Al Taweel and
Chen, 1996; Lemenand et al., 2003) have been presented in terms
of generated interfacial area as a function of the mean energy dis-
sipation rate per fluid mass unit. Experimental data of the present
study are compared in Fig. 21 to data of the literature in terms of
Sauter mean diameters as a function of energy dissipated. In fact
Sauter mean diameters are more appropriate than interfacial area
generated to well represent actual size ranges reached. In the same
way, the energy dissipated obtained by multiplying the mean en-
ergy dissipation rate by the residence time in the mixer enables
to best represent the actual energy cost of the operation.

For a relevant comparison mixers must be compared for same
systems physical properties, which sometimes are missing. Interfa-
cial tension is a physical parameter of major influence and is thus
specified when possible. Streiff (1977) used different oils as dis-
persed phase including cyclohexane, what resulted in interfacial
tension ranging from 24.7 to 46.0 mN/m. Al Taweel and Walker
(1983) carried out experiments with the water/kerosene system,
without precising the interfacial tension. The emulsions prepared
by Berkman and Calabrese involved different oils what resulted
in interfacial tension ranging from 31.8 to 41.6 mN/m. Lemenand
et al. performed emulsification with the water/vaseline system
resulting in a 20 mN/m interfacial tension.

From Fig. 21 it appears that Sulzer mixers represent higher en-
ergy costs than other designs, but enable to reach lower droplets
size. This may be explained by the rather complex and close aspect

Fig. 19. Time evolution of Tween80 adsorption at water/cyclohexane interface.
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of Sulzer mixers compared to the HEV mixer particularly and also
to the Kenics and Lightnin mixers.

Droplets sizes obtained in the present study with the SMV mix-
er are lower than those reported by Streiff (1977). This discrepancy
may be due to the interfacial tension difference between both
studied systems. In fact r is 2–4 times higher for the system stud-
ied by Streiff than r of our system, what is rather important. In the
Kolmogoroff’s theory of turbulence the droplet size is correlated to
the interfacial tension at the power of 0.6. So the droplet size is di-
vided by 2 if r is divided by 4. The discrepancy is here more impor-
tant and might also be due to other parameters like mixer’s
geometrical parameters. In fact he used different SMV mixers with
hydraulic diameter ranging from 2 to 64 mm whereas it is for our
SMV mixer of 3.5 mm.

The comparison presented in Fig. 21 must then be considered
cautiously as physico-chemical systems involved in these studies
are different. As a conclusion it would be interesting to compare
different geometries with a same system (dispersed phase, contin-
uous phase, and surfactant).

4. Conclusion

Three Sulzer motionless mixers have been compared in terms of
pressure drops and emulsification performances in turbulent flow

regime. Pressure drop generated by a Newtonian single-phase flow
in a SMX plus mixer are reduced of about 50% compared to the
SMX mixer as predicted by CFD analysis by Hirschberg et al.
(2009). Pressure drops resulting from the use of the SMV mixer
are rather equal to those generated by the SMX plus mixer. Pres-
sure drops produced by the three mixers have been successfully
modeled through a Blasius type correlation.

Emulsification was performed in the three mixers with the
water/Tween 80/cyclohexane system. The same correlation type
as for single-phase flow has been used to model pressure drops
generated by two-phase flow across the three mixers. In the flow-
rate range tested and for a dispersed phase concentration fixed to
25% in volume, Sauter mean diameters obtained ranged from 15 to
60 lm. The influence of the dispersed phase concentration was
investigated for the SMX mixer, and when ranging from 10% to
60% in volume droplets size distributions obtained showed no coa-
lescence phenomenon between 25% and 60%.

The representation of Sauter mean diameters as a function of
mixer’s number of elements enabled to point out that a good com-
promise between mean droplets diameter and pressure drop is
reachedat10elements for the threemixers. For a same totalflowrate
minimum droplets diameters are the same for the three mixers
whereas maximum diameter obtained with the SMXmixer is lower
than these obtained with the SMX plus and the SMV mixers. This
phenomenon is surely due to the repartition and residence time of
the fluid in the different eddy size zones of the mixers depending
on their design. When comparing the three motionless mixers in
terms of D32 as a function of mean energy dissipation rate per fluid
mass unit, the best performances are reached with the SMV mixer.

Finally Sauter mean diameters were successfully correlated as a
function of hydraulic Reynolds and Weber numbers, whatever the
mixer design.
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